Lost Cat EASY/Mad/Los
Friends EASY/Car/Fri
Diggers EASY/Boo/Dig
Emergency EASY/Boo/Eme
Tractors EASY/Boo/Tra
Trucks EASY/Boo/Tru
Henry and the Kite Dragon EASY/Hal/Hen
Butterfly Boy EASY/Kro/But
Owl Moon EASY/Yol/Owl
If the Shoe Fits EASY/Sot/If
Ian’s Walk EASY/Lea/Ian
Newton EASY/Tyg/New
Before We Go To Bed EASY/Mon/Bef
The Very Sleepy Sloth EASY/Mur/Ver
Goodnight, Little Hare EASY/Cai/Goo
What Are You Doing in My Bed? EASY/Bed/Wha
Time for Bed, Little One EASY/Pit/Tim
Can’t You Sleep, Dotty? EASY/War/Can
Eat Like a Bear EASY/Say/Eat
The Very Inappropriate Word EASY/Tob/Ver
Penguin on Vacation EASY/Yoo/Pen
Ling & Ting Share a Birthday EASY/Lin/Lin
Dinosaur Kisses EASY/Ste/Din
Owly & Wormy Bright Lights and Starry Nights! EASY/Run/Owl
The Bad Birthday Idea EASY/Val/Bad
The Most Magnificent Thing EASY/Spi/Mos
Little Santa EASY/Age/Lit
Little Mermaid EASY/Mak/Lit
Sleeping Beauty EASY/Mak/Sle
The Elves and the Shoemaker EASY/Mak/Elv
Three Little Pigs EASY/Mak/Thr
Jack and the Beanstalk EASY/Mak/Jac
Goldilocks and the Three Bears EASY/Mak/Gol
The Gingerbread Man EASY/Mak/Gin
Three Billy Goats Gruff EASY/Mak/Thr
Fangirl REGL/Row/Fan
Cress: The Lunar Chronicles REGL/Mey/Cre
Divergent REGL/Rot/Div
Insurgent REGL/Rot/Ins
 Allegiant REGL/Rot/All
Henry's Freedom Box TV/Lev/Hen
Thunder Cake TV/Pol/Thu
Gerald BcBoing Boing TV/Seu/Ger
Froggy Learns to Swim TV/Lon/Fro
Where Does Pepper Come From?  TV/Raa/Whe
The Spiffiest Giant in Town  TV/Don/Spi
The Gift of Nothing  TV/Mcd/Gif
April Foolishness  TV/Bat/Apr
Go Away, Spot  TV/Gro/Go
We Look  TV/Gro/We
500 Cats  TV/Rap/Fiv
One Tiny Turtle  597.92/Dav/One
Randolph Caldecott  921/Cal/Ran
That’s a Possibility!  519.2/Gol/Tha
My First Day  591.3/Jen/My
Volcano Rising  551.21/Rus/Vol
See What a Seal Can Do  599.79/But/See
Food and Energy: Striking a Healthy Balance  613.2/Pet/Foo
Squirrels  599.36/Tru/Squ
Healthy Habits: Wash and Clean  613/Bar/Was
Bats: Biggest! Littlest!  599.4/Mar/Bat
Snow School  599.75/Mar/Sno
Lifetime: The Amazing Numbers in Animal Lives  591.56/Sch/Lif
Where Does Electricity Come From?  537/Gan/Whe
Red Foxes  599.77/Str/Red
Sled Dog  636.73/Per/Sle
Frog Song  597.8/Gui/Fro
Good to Great  PROF/HD57.7/C645;2001
Emotional Intelligence  PROF/BF561/.G65/1995 (from Mr. K. when he left)
Elementary Principal’s Complete Handbook  PROF/LB2822.5/.c4/1992 (Mr. K.)
Writing Meaningful Teacher Evaluations-- Right Now!  PROF/LB2838/.B293/1998 (Mr. K.)
What Principals Need to Know about Teaching Writing  PROF/LB1590/.S5/2002 (Mr. K.)
The Principal Portfolio  PROF/LB2831.92/.B77/1997 (Mr. K.)
30 Reflective Staff Development Exercises for Educators  PROF/LB1731/.K22/2009 (Mr. K.)
Collaborative Assessment  PROF/HV1626/.C64/2003

**CDs**

My Relatives Say  398.2/Wil/My (Traditional Dakotah Stories)
The Lakota Way  978/Mar/Lak (Native American wisdom on ethics and character)

**DVDs**

Independence: A Vision for Living  362.41/Nex/Ind
RARE  921/App/Rar
The Aberdeen WWII Red Cross/USO Pheasant Canteen: A Living Legacy  DVD/Liv